Còmhradh: Argyll Faith and Culture Conversation
Glencruitten House, Oban, 28-29 April 2017

Argyll, Faith and the Visual Arts

Summary of Discussions
Opening Session
Participants were invited to bring a visual representation of Argyll or something
from Argyll. Items presented included pictures or photographs, Celtic crosses, a
cloth banner, an engraved slate. Seated in a circle around the item in view, all
were invited to indicate what they could see in it before the person who brought
it was invited to indicate what it meant to them. This provoked a rich and
engaging discussion, revealing how the landscape of the west coast can stimulate
the vision of faith.
Important recurrent themes included the capacity of works of art to carry layers
of meaning rather than narrowing down a definition; and the possibility of
symbolism having both personal and public dimensions.
Worship with Photographs – Kristina Hayward
At the start of Saturday morning participants were invited to select one of
Kristina’s photographs and to meditate on it as a basis for worship. Music was
played, a passage from the Book of Job was read and a prayer was offered in the
course of the meditation.
Illustrated Reflections and Plenary Discussion – Lucy Gray
Lucy Gray, a Taynuilt-based sculptor, brought some of her pieces – “Words from
my Mouth”, “Weeping from the Bone” and “Three Prayers”. She explained that
there is a symbolic side to her work so that, e.g., pearls represent the soul, shells
represent voices and birds represent carriers of the Spirit.
All her work is informed by her faith but she avoids labelling it with traditional
Christian language, which unfortunately is off-putting for many people in the
present climate. However, she sees the vision of faith as being hidden within her
work – and there to be discovered. Rather like C.S. Lewis’s The Lion, the Witch
and the Wardrobe can be enjoyed simply as a work of fiction yet carries within it
profound Christian meaning, Lucy intends her work to stand on its artistic merit
yet to offer deep meaning in terms of faith for those who can discover it.

Lucy’s work is very much shaped by her own spiritual pilgrimage, which led to
her discovering her vocation as a sculptor. She aims to create work that is not
pretty but beautiful – it “hits you in the guts”. Rather than simply being
representational, she aims to capture feeling – e.g. not drawing a stone but
drawing what it feels like to hold the stone. A persistent theme in Lucy’s work is
that beauty comes through suffering – e.g. “How Pearls are Made”. She is keen to
allow viewers to engage hands-on with her work – touching and handling,
something that is not easily accepted by traditional galleries. The experience of
“getting involved” in the work was demonstrated when Lucy invited all
participants to apply gold leaf to a grape and/or to their fingernail.
Lucy draws on her Argyll location for inspiration in her work. She sees the Argyll
context as quiet, still, loving and accepting. It is also a context that is barren
spiritually at the present time. Since it is barren it is also thirsty – so spiritual
refreshment is welcome.
Discussion focussed on the extent to which “anonymous Christianity” could be
expressed through art. It was also noted that we are living in a highly visual age
and it may be time for the church to embrace the arts more fully. For example,
church buildings could feature works of art that would promote meditation by
anyone choosing to spend time in the church.
Colour and Creativity
Participants were invited to walk individually in the Glencruitten gardens and to
concentrate on absorbing the colour that they encountered. On returning to the
house they were invited to use oil pastels to express the colour that had gripped
their imagination. The resultant “works of art” were discussed in terms of what
came to expression in them, leading in to a closing time of prayer together.

